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The KASCADE Cosmic-ray Data Centre (KCDC)

★ Web portal, there the data of KASCADE-Grande are made available for the 

interested public;

★ https://kcdc.ikp.kit.edu;

★ Data for more than 20 years of accumulation;

★ More than 433 million air showers;

★ Simulations for three different high energy 

interaction models;

★ In run since 2013.
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https://kcdc.ikp.kit.edu


KCDC tutorial
Exploring KCDC Data Shop



To get access to the KCDC 
DataShop, you need to:

★ Register;
★ Login with your user 

account at
         
https://kcdc.ikp.kit.edu
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Select the detector 
component and the 
quantities 
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Applying data cuts 
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Applying data cuts
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Overview on the 
selected quantities 
and cuts 
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Your requests overview
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Your requests overview
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Data preselections
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Technologies and 
structure



KCDC IT Structre
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★ kaos_bugreport  

★ kaos_celery 

★ kaos_datashop  
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KAOS - Karlsruhe Astroparticle physics Open data Software 

★ kaos_email  

★ kaos_spectra  

★ kaos_mainmenu  

Has been written in the context of the KCDC, implemented using a plugin 
based design with a focus on easy extensibility and modifiability in order to 
work also outside the context of KCDC.
Consists of the following plugins:

★  kaos_newsfaqs  

★ kaos_papers  

★ kaos_user



Django is a free and open-source web framework, written in Python, which follows the 

model-view-template (MVT) architectural pattern.

Django's primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, database-driven websites. Django 

emphasizes reusability and "pluggability" of components, less code, low coupling, rapid 

development, and the principle of don't repeat yourself. Python is used throughout, even for 

settings files and data models. Django also provides an optional administrative create, read, 

update and delete interface that is generated dynamically through introspection and configured 

via admin models.

* https://www.djangoproject.com/
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DJANGO

https://www.djangoproject.com/


RabbitMQ is an open source message broker software (sometimes called message-oriented 

middleware) supporting the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Streaming Text 

Oriented Messaging Protocol (STOMP), Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), and 

other protocols.

The RabbitMQ server program is written in the Erlang programming language and is built on the 

Open Telecom Platform framework for clustering and failover. Client libraries to interface with 

the broker are available for all major programming languages.

*http://www.rabbitmq.com
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RabbitMQ

http://www.rabbitmq.com
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Celery

Celery is an asynchronous task queue/job queue based on distributed message passing. It is 

focused on real-time operation, but supports scheduling as well.

The execution units, called tasks, are executed concurrently on a single or more worker servers 

using multiprocessing, eventlet, or gevent. Tasks can execute asynchronously (in the 

background) or synchronously (wait until ready).

Celery is written in Python, but the protocol can be implemented in any language. It can also 

operate with other languages using webhooks. There is also a Ruby client, a PHP client, a Go 

client, and a Node.js client.

*http://www.celeryproject.org/

http://www.celeryproject.org/


MongoDB is a free and open-source cross-platform document-oriented database program. 

Classified as a NoSQL database program, MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schemata. 

MongoDB is developed by MongoDB Inc., and is published under a combination of the Server 

Side Public License and the Apache License.

MongoDB supports field, range query, and regular expression searches. Fields in a MongoDB 

document can be indexed with primary and secondary indices. MongoDB provides high 

availability with replica sets. MongoDB scales horizontally using sharding.

*https://www.mongodb.com
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MongoDB

https://www.mongodb.com
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SQL vs. NoSQL

SQL

★ ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, 

Durability);

★ Automatic handling of interlocks, collisions, 

and data consistency;

★ The structure is known from the outset and is 

relatively stable;

★ Data types are determined in advance;

★ Preferable for centralized storage: usually a 

better performance for a single node.

NoSQL

★ BASE (basic availability, soft state, eventual 
consistency) 

★ Could require manual handling of interlocks, 

collisions, and data consistency;

★ The structure is unspecified, vague, or could 

change during development;

★ New data types can be added on the fly;

★ Preferable for cloud storage: easier scaling 

due to the built-in replication and sharding.



KRAD/APPDS 
data workflow



Currently
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Joint data access scheme
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★ Online analysis:

○ Interface: user-made scripts or set of pre-defined actions?

○ Security: isolating user code, avoiding DoS attacks.

★ Distributed storage and analysis:

○ How to integrate with current site architecture?

○ What WMS to choose?

★ Responsibility
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Future plans and discussion
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Thanks!
Any questions?

∙ victoria.tokareva@kit.edu
∙ https://kcdc.ikp.kit.edu
∙

mailto:victoria.tokareva@kit.edu
https://kcdc.ikp.kit.edu

